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Why big data?



Who collect data?



Who collect data?

http://mbostock.github.io/d3/talk/20111116/force-collapsible.html

http://mbostock.github.io/d3/talk/20111116/force-collapsible.html


Marra M., A. Emrouznejad. W. Ho and J.S. Edwards (2015), The value of  indirect ties

in citation networks: SNA analysis with OWA operator weights, Information Sciences, 314 

(2015) 135
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Which items are frequently purchased together by my customers?



Supermarket deals: how the price promises match up



≈ 105,120,000,00010000 * 20 * 60 * 24 * 365

Numbers online

each minute

20 hits/ searches / 

links per person

Which items are frequently purchased together by my customers?



Who collect data?

http://www.deazone.com/
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What’s so smart about Smart Cities? 

❑ A Smart City provides effective integration of 
physical, digital and human systems in the built 
environment to deliver a sustainable, prosperous 
and inclusive future for its citizens. 

❑ How are “smarts” applied in cities

❑ To improve emergency response and resource 
management. 

Centralized command and control system 

❑ To enhance citizen access to the city information to 
inform individual and collective decision making



Smart city: A Combination of many applications

❑ Smart Transportation & Public 
Transport

❑ Smart Ticketing
❑ Signage
❑ Geo-Services
❑ Communication Gateways
❑ …

❑ Public Safety & Security
❑ Surveillance & Security
❑ Emergency Services
❑ Public Infrastructure
❑ …

❑ Smart Well-being
❑ Healthcare
❑ Elderly living

❑ Smart Energy / Smart Grid
❑ Smart Building
❑ Smart Water Management
❑ Smart Retail
❑ …



Smart City Enterprise Components
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Visualization!

http://bost.ocks.org/mike/nations/ 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/09/06/us/politics/convention-word-counts.html

http://square.github.io/crossfilter/

http://bost.ocks.org/mike/nations/
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/09/06/us/politics/convention-word-counts.html
http://square.github.io/crossfilter/


Smart City

…….
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Education



Y1 Y2 Y3

Y1 Y2 Y3

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

Y5 Y6 …

Y5 Y6 …

Y5 Y6 …

Y5 Y6 …

Y5 Y6 …

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/data/ukpi/



http://www.hefce.ac.uk/data/ukpi/



Pre Primary Secondary HE

FE

HE

Parents Students / Pupils LEA/ Gov Schools Uni /CollegesTeachers / Academics Admin VC/ Head teachers

Efficiency in Education
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Health



Health System
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Banking



Customer with highest propensity to contract a consumer loan

• A group of 50,000 customers among the oldest users of mobile banking have been 
selected.

• Their mobile banking connections during the period January to October 2017 have 
been extracted and put in a local database resulting in a collection of about 
8,900,000 records. A connection record is made of the customer ID and date and 
time of connection. The time of connection contains the hour and minute of 
connection.

• For the group of customers under study, the purchasing history has been extracted 
and put in a local database containing about 400,000 records. Each record  contains 
the
• Customer ID, 

• The product type 

• purchased and 

• the date of purchase.



Customer with highest propensity to contract a consumer loan



Customer with highest propensity to contract a consumer loan
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Energy



Modelling Residential Energy Consumption

• Residential energy consumption is a significant 
part of the overall energy consumption in UK.

• The objective of this study is to gain a clear 
understanding of the variation and the 
underlying determinants of electricity 
consumption in the residential sector by 
building data mining and statistical models.
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Tourism



DMU

DMUDMU

DMU

DMUDMU
Restaurants

Tourist attractionsTransports

Sporting

...........
Hotels

Airports
Shopping

Big Data Assessment 
of 

Tourism Industry 
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❑ In this introductory chapter we present a classification scheme with seven main 
primary categories in service industry, namely, education, hospital and healthcare, 
tourism, banking and finance, information technology and media services, 
transportations, and utilities.

❑ Development of Assessment Model for Research Efficiency of Universities

❑ Estimating the Efficiency of Healthcare Facilities

❑ Using Data Envelopment Analysis to Measure Good Governance

❑ Measuring Efficiency of Courts: An Assessment of Brazilian Courts Productivity

❑ Application of DEA in the Electricity Sector: The Case of Meralco Distribution Sectors

❑ Improving Energy Efficiency Using Data Envelopment Analysis: A Case of Walnut Production

❑ Service Productivity in IT: A Network Efficiency Measure with Application to Communication 
System

❑ Efficiency of Software Development Projects: A Case Study on an Information Technology 
Company in India

❑ Protocol for Comprehensive Efficiency Analysis of Multi-Service

❑ Metropolitan Transit Agency Operators

❑ Measuring the Sustainability of Air Navigation Services

❑ Measuring and Managing the Productivity of U.S.

❑ Public Transit Systems: An Un-oriented Network DEA

❑ Using DEA to Improve the Efficiency of Pupil Transportation

Managing service productivity



Big data optimization



❑ There are many issues arising from the emergence of big data, from computational 
capacity to data manipulation techniques, all of which present challenging opportunities. 
These large amounts of data present various challenges, one of the most intriguing of 
which deals with knowledge discovery and large-scale data-mining.

❑ Although these vast amounts of digital data are extremely informative, and their enormous 
possibilities have been highlighted on several occasions, issues related optimization remains 
to be addressed, For example formulation of optimization problems with unprecedented sizes 
(millions or billions of variables) is inevitable. 

✓ summary of the current research in big data and large-scale optimization

✓ comprehensive discussion on setting up a big data project

✓ existing techniques for data reduction, at scale to facilitate big data processing optimization

✓ performance tools for big data optimization

✓ very good application of big data optimization that use for analysing big images. Real-life photographs 
and other images

✓ explains interlinking big data to web of data

✓ several techniques for optimizing big data processing including computational efficient implementations 
like parallel and distributed architectures

✓ Large-scale and big data optimization based on Hadoop 

✓ discussion about metaheuristics for continuous optimization of high-dimensional problems

Big data optimization
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